
Tuesday 10/18/2022
Week 1

2nd Performing Arts 7:45am - 3:30pm
PAGr2Lp6 Fall Ostinato Shake Down
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

MU:Cr1.1 Imagine - Generate musical ideas for various purposes and contexts.
MU:Cr1.1.2a Improvise rhythmic and melodic patterns and musical ideas for a specific purpose.
MU:Cr3.1 Evaluate and Refine - Evaluate and refine selected musical ideas to create musical work(s) that meet
appropriate criteria.
MU:Re8.1.2a Demonstrate knowledge of music concepts and how they support creators'/ performers' expressive intent.
DA:Cr1.1.2.a Explore movement inspired by a variety of stimuli (for example, music/sound, text, objects, images,
symbols, observed dance, experiences) and suggest additional sources for movement ideas.
DA:Cr1.1.2.b Combine a variety of movements while manipulating the elements of dance.

Objectives: The learners will…

•demonstrate (DOK 3) playing short rhythmic ostinato patterns on a variety of pitched and non-pitched
instruments. Music 1C(a)

•senthisize (DOK 2) by combining various instruments and performing together to
make a whole. Music 4B(c)

•identify (DOK 1) how different instruments generate sound including shakers,
scrapers, struck instruments, drums, and blown instruments. Music 5B(a)

•critique (DOK 4) Recognize and respond to different genres of music. Music 2A(a)
Vocabulary
line - term that describes the outline of a dancer's body while performing steps

rhythm – the way movement is organized in a piece of music, using beat, no beat, long and short sounds, meter, accents,
no accents, tempo, syncopation, etc.

dynamics - the variation in loudness between notes or phrases; used for embellishment
tempo - speed of beat

Essential Question
Student Self-assessment/Reflection - TLW discuss how, by playing instruments, the musician explored all the possibilities in the
performance. TLW discuss the variety of movement/dance/rhythm and sounds performed by each child. “How did we show rhythm
today with our bodies and instruments? Explain the variety of sounds and rhythms you heard and saw during everyone’s performance.
How did exploring the shakers help in creating rhythmic patterns today? Did any of you hear all the sounds around you? If so, how did
it make you feel? Did you learn anything new from this experience? Please share.”

Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Expectations
Engage students in a call and response introduction song. “Were gonna Act Right! Care! And Think! (2x) hands to yourself, one talker-
at-a-time and reeeeeespect.... Were gonna Act Right! Care! And Think!...cha cha cha!”
Context / Purpose

“We are all artists and the last few lessons, as artists, we learned how to develop the craft of using folk instruments, shadow puppets
and parts of speech to make a rap song ….today we are going to stretch and explore rhythm and dynamics on a non-pitched
instrument called a shaker and move our bodies like dancers do to the rhythm of the song. Next week with Ms. Bumble B you will be
stretching and exploring to create a spider web op art piece. So let’s get started.”
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Lesson: Lesson: After the learner reviews and performs the song "Golden Rule" TLW learn a seasonal song with elements of slow
rhythm and dynamics through rote echo response:
There was an old lady all skin and bones
Oooooooh (etc.)
She lived down by the old graveyard
One night she thought she’d take a walk
She walked down by the old graveyard
She saw the bones a laying around
She went to the closet to get a broom
She opened the door and BOO!
Performance: (20min)
TLW listen to the story of "The Little Old Lady Who Wasn't Afraid of Anything" by Linda Williams and learn the ostinato
patterns of the story and song. TLW learn the song through Promethean and Teacher rote recall and response. TLW
demonstrate the speed of the beat TEMPO and learn how to move their bodies in different LINES of dancing to the song.

TLW use non-pitched instrument (Shakers) to help create ostinato patterns to the song “Five Little Pumpkins” and to help understand
what rhythm is. After the learner understands the words, melody, rhythm, and non-locomotor movements of the new song through rote
learning and practice, TLW listen as the teacher demonstrates small rhythmic ostinato patterns on the shakers and try to perform
steady beat.
The class will review and discuss the different tones and sounds each one heard. The class will discuss the different rhythms heard
and performed. The learner will discuss how important it was to play ostinato patterns correctly and work together as a group.

I CAN STATEMENT: "I can design a steady beat to accompany a song."
PA/VA Connection: Just like VA's use line to create Op Art, PA's use line and rhythm to create a spectacle."

Formative Assessments
Oral Discussions
Students participating in conversations, Think-Pair Share, or conferences in groups or one to one with a peer or teacher.

Instructional Strategies
s Get Moving - Physical Activity
s Work Together

Materials / Resources / Technology
Materials & Resources

Ipod+Boombox, Tank drums tuned to adebono scale, rhythm shakers, book “The Little Old LAdy” by Linda
Williams, Masks, gloves and PPE gear for protection

Differentiation / Modifications
Differentiated instruction as needed per student IEP or requests by education specialist with special needs students.
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